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1. Introduction 

Beno Eckmann gave physical interpretations grad and div to the 

cohomology and homology operators 0 and Ð. He gave another proof of 

the existence and the uniqueness of electric current On a network with 

given resistances and electromotoric forces by homology theoretical 

method, a1though the original proof was given by H. Weyl by different 

method. Eckma!ln also treated the l-st boundary value problem, [1J. 
The purpo않 oÍ this paper is to give a formulation of the 2-nd boundary 

value problem in discrete case. 

The wel1 known 2-nd boundary value problem in c1assic analysis 

states as follow: 

Let D J be a bounded dornain with sufficient1y smooth boundary Bl in 

an Euc1idean space. A function g( b) , b ε B 1 • is given On Bl. To find 

a harrnonic function f(d) , d ε D" which satisfies 

whose 

bf=div.gradf =0 On Dl' 

normal derivative ' ~f =g On B1 • 
Ðn 

This problem is solvable if and only if 

JBlgds=O 

and the solution f is unique except adding an arbitrary COnstant. 

2. Notations 

Let an arbitrary 1-dimensional complex constructed in D 1 be J{"!, and 

we cal1 the set of vertices, O-dimensional simplices, of R톨. 

1 = {i I i-a vertex 0/ J{학 = the set of inner points, the set of edges, 
l-dimensional simplices, of K*. 

i 
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D=the set of dornainal edges. 

Frorn several vertices which are close to the boundary B" we draw 

segrnents C = {c} vertica11y to B l' and denote the set of the other ends 

of c, B-{허. 
C = the set of connecting edges, 
B=the set of boundary points. 

We construct a complex J{ from the edges of C , D and the vertices of 

1, B. Then J{* is a subcornplex of R. Note the folIowing two properties: 

i) Every vertex of any edge in D belongs to .1. 

ii) Every sirnple closed path of J{ consists of the edges of D. 
These two properties can be expressed as 

}l[ ζVo • 8Vo cV[ 
(For the notations, see the following defini.tio!ls.) rn order to geneniljze 

this problern, we sirnply give the folIowing definitions. 

Cornplex J{ ...... a finite simplicial compl'e)t whose dimension is n . 

.,çP( J{)- ..... the p-dimensional chain group of J{ with real coeffkients. 

This is an n-dimensional γector space. A chain is denoted by Cp. 
The inner product of two chains CP and Cf ...• “If 

CP-2; g‘σ‘’ C{ -2:g ’‘U. 

(σ‘ are the p-dimensional simplices of J{.), then the inner product 

CP.C~ is defined by 2:,gi g ’ i · 
8 , 8 ...... the usual boundary and coboundary operations in J{. 

」까， ZP ... ... the groups of a11 cycles and cocycles, respectively. These 

are linear subspaces of 암le vector space.,çp. 

7lt3po pp ... ... the groups of a11 bounding‘ cycles and cocycles respectively. 

D, C …‘ ... a partition of the setofali (φ+ 1 )-dimen:sionalsìmplices of K. 

1, B. . ..... a partition of the set of a11 p-dimensional simp1ices of R. 

V D , V e , V 17 VB ...... the vector spaces spanned by the simplices of D, 

C, l and B. 

Condition( E셔 }lP+l ζVo ' õVo ζV，. 

R* ‘ •••• ‘ (p+ l)-dimensional complex rnade of the simplices of D , l and 

their faces. 

‘ 
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3. The 2-nd boundary value problem 

Let g( c) be a given function defined On C , i. e. g is a vector of V c. 

To find a p-dimensional chain (vector) f such that 
8f=g on C 

ô8f~o on 1. 

THE MAIN THEOREM. The above pγoblem is solvable if and 

only if ZP (K*) • ðg=O , and the solution is unique modulo cocycles , 
provided that the conditicon (Ep) holds. 

PROOF. Let us suppose that there exists at least one solution. 

Then 

Now, 

8j=g+go for some goE V o 

a8j=ôg十 ôgo' ag=ô8f ôgo 

ZP (K￥) • a8fζZP (J{선 • V B 
C ..ÇÞ(K*). VB=Vr • VB=o 

ZP(K*). ðgo=ZO(R*) . θ* go =8*ZP (1<*). go 

=O.go=O , 
where ô* and 8* are the boundary and coboundary operations of K￥. 

Hence 
ôg • ZP (R*)=O 

Conversly let us suppose that the above relation holds . 

.,ÇP-Vr + VB=..ÇÞ(κ*)+ V B =ZP (R*)+ :?Jp (K*)+ V B. 

Therefore 

ôgE Rp (K홈)+VB • 

So we can find g 0 ξ V D , fB ξ Vg such that 

ôg=ôgO+fB 

Now let Y P+ l be the orthognal projection of g . go on YP-t J; 
that is 

(g go-:?'P+ I). YÞ+ J=o , 7 p+ J ε YP+ II 

then 

g go一7p+ J E PP+ ’, 
and there exists an f such that 
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8j-g gD 7'P+1. 

Because 7 Þ+l E YP+ l C VD , 
8j=g on C. 

And ô81=ôg一ôgD Ô7Þ+ l =ôg一ôgD=IB

θ81=0 On 1. 
Finally, we wil1 prove the uniqueness. Let 11 be another solution of the 

problem’ 

Theo 

But from (1), 

81 -811 =g on C, 
ô81=ô811 =0 00 1. 

8(1 11)=0 00 C, aod 

h=8(f -/l) ε V D 

ôh=O on 1, so ôhe VB 

ôh ξ ôVDCVr . 

This, together with (2) yields ôh=O , 
that is h ε YP+l 

But h=8(f -!I) ε p P+ l , SO 

h E YP+ l n PP+l =0. 

4. Case þ=O 

(1) 

(2) 

The condition ZP(]{흠) • ôg=O becomes ZO(J{*) • ôg=O 

Let]{f (i = 1, 2, ... , l) be the components of R*. If 감 is the 

fundamental cocycle of J{~， then the condition is expressed as 

검 • ôg=O for all i. 

This means that the sum of the values of g on those edges issuing 

from Kr is 0 for all i. This is a similar resu1t to 

fBl gds=O for the continuous case. 

1-dimensional complex satisfying (E 1 ) can be obtained as follows. 

Let J{* be an arbitrary 1-dimensional finite simplicial complex whose 

components we denote by Kr (i = 1, 2, ... , 샤. The edges and vertices 
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of J{흩 are the simplices of D and 1. We enlarge ]{*j by putting arbitrary 

trees 00 its vertices, obtaining enlarged components R.률*‘ ’ we can 

connect arbitrary components ]{*홈 i to other components ]{*률j by trees. 

But if ]{홈*j is connected to R**h and]{*홈j is connected to ]{** " then 

connecting ]{** i to K률*， is forbidden. 

Fina1ly we can augment thus obtained complex by adding arbitrary 

separate trees which sha1l make components by themselves in the finally 

obtained complex K. The edges and vertices of K which do not belong 

to K톨 are the vertices of C and B. 
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